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Controversial ‘alt-right’ Turning Point 
figure speaks on campus; sparks protest
Adhamm Safford
MANAGING EDITOR

On Oct. 24, the University of 
Louisiana at Lafayette’s chapter of 
Turning Point USA hosted “alt-right” 
speaker Jack Posobiec in the Student 
Union. The controversies around him 
led to a notable police presence at the 
talk, as well as a protest outside of the 
Student Union.

Posobiec, formerly a host of the 
far-right One America News Network, 
currently hosts a show for Turning 
Point USA and is a senior editor for the 
conservative news site Human Events. 
He is classified by Southern Poverty 
Law Center as an extremist, citing his 
collaborations with “white supremacists, 
neo-fascists and antisemites.” Posobiec 
was a promoter of the Pizzagate 
conspiracy theory, which emerged in 
2016 and falsely claimed that Hillary 
Clinton led a secret child abuse ring 
hidden out of a pizzeria.

The controversies surrounding 
Posobiec led some to protest outside 
of the Student Union where the talk 
was being held. Wren, a UL Lafayette 
student, shared their reason for being at 
the protest.

“I couldn’t sit idly by as a queer 
student and watch campus allow this 
man, who is vocally anti-LGBT, anti-
black, let him onto campus and not do 
something,” Wren said.

They added that they had tried to 
email the university about it, but as 
Posobiec was invited by a student 
organization that was registered with the 
school, the university would not prohibit 
him from coming.

“I think that, of course, this is 
extenuating circumstances and that he is 
literally preaching hate speech. Like it’s 
literally lies, like he has spread Pizzagate, 
he has spread antisemitic conspiracy 
theories,” Wren said. “To me, it is very 
obvious that what he is saying is actively 
harmful and they have good and well 
enough reason to not let him onto 
campus.”

Anthony Algeciras, the chapter 
president of UL Lafayette’s chapter of 
Turning Point USA, spoke on the protest 
as it was happening.

“It’s not unexpected, but it is welcome 
because I do believe that we have the 
right to disagree with each other. And 
if they wanna stand out there, and 
hold signs, and speak out against Jack 
Posobiec and the things he believes in, 
they’re free to do so because this is a free 
country,” Algeciras said.

Members of Turning Point eventually 
engaged the protestors, but were advised 
by police officers to move along.

Posobiec spoke broadly on a variety 
of topics during his talk. Most notable 
were his comments on the COVID-19 
pandemic, where he claimed “Now 
we find out that the vaccines didn’t 
even stop the spread to begin with.” 
This comment comes despite evidence 
showing that vaccinations vastly 
reduced hospitalizations and deaths, and 
recent analysis by the Washington State 
Department of Health showing that in 
their state, unvaccinated individuals are 
between 1.6-1.9 times more likely to be 
infected than vaccinated individuals.

Posobiec shared his pride in him and 
his family not being vaccinated against 
COVID-19.

“That being said, I’m not vaccinated, 
my wife isn’t, my son isn’t, for COVID,” 
Posobiec said followed by immediate 
applause from the audience.

Posobiec further claimed that China 
was developing superviruses in Wuhan, 
and that the pandemic stemmed from 
that.

“This Wuhan lab in Wuhan, China 
that was making these superviruses, 
what was going on there? What’s the 
origin of this thing? The fact of the 
matter is that we had this gigantic 
pandemic that hit us from Wuhan, 
China. They tell us it comes from some 
bat in some market, I don’t think so,” 
Posobiec said.

This claim has been widely dismissed 
due to the lack of any evidence 
supporting the theory. According to the 
National Library of Medicine, “There 
is currently no evidence that SARS-
CoV-2 has a laboratory origin. There 
is no evidence that any early cases had 
any connection to the WIV [Wuhan 
Institute of Virology], in contrast to the 
clear epidemiological links to animal 
markets in Wuhan, nor evidence that 

the WIV possessed or worked on a 
progenitor of SARS-CoV-2 prior to the 
pandemic.”

Posobiec spoke fondly on the oil 
extraction method of hydraulic fracking, 
which the Environmental Protection 
Agency has found can impact and 
contaminate drinking water resources in 
some circumstances.

Posobiec additionally spoke on his 
support for nuclear energy, claiming it 
to be his “favorite green energy.”

“My favorite green energy is 
something called nuclear energy, the 
best green energy. By the way, it’s called 
the original solar energy because, I 
don’t know if you’ve noticed, the sun is 
nuclear-powered,” Posobiec said.

The sun generates its energy through 
the process of nuclear fusion, while 
most nuclear power plants generate 
electricity through the opposite process 
of nuclear fission. Nuclear energy has 
faced scrutiny due to high costs of 
building and operating nuclear plants, 

the aftermaths of the Chernobyl and 
Fukushima disasters and the fact that 
there is currently no permanent disposal 
solution for nuclear waste.

According to UL Lafayette’s free 
speech policy, it is not the university’s 
place to prevent people from sharing 
their ideas and opinions.

“All members of the University 
community shall have the broadest 
possible latitude to speak, write, listen, 
challenge, and learn and it is not 
the proper role of the University to 
attempt to shield individuals from ideas 
and opinions they find unwelcome, 
disagreeable, or even deeply offensive,” 
the policy reads.

This policy further provides for 
the protection of speech by students, 
employees and invited guests, as well as 
allowing for protests or demonstrations 
by anyone lawfully present on campus.

Aidan Milford
NEWS WRITER

Student room selection is coming to 
the University of Louisiana at Lafayette, 
allowing students to choose rooms 
for themselves instead of receiving an 
assignment.

According to Loryn Smith, marketing 

coordinator for Housing, the process of 
choosing a room is similar to previous 
years, with a twist. First, students must 
log into the housing portal and sign 
the contract, but instead of creating a 
roommate group, students choose which 
specific room they want to stay in the 
upcoming semester.

This will give students ample 

opportunity to meet roommates, 
according to Housing Assignments 
Coordinator Bethany Roper.

“A lot of the time, some people don’t 
know each other and then we assign 
them. Hey, you’ll have July to August 
to get together and figure out if you’re 
compatible. So now, you know if you 
don’t have anyone you want to live with, 
you can pick a room and if that doesn’t 
work out you can filter through rooms 
and different people and get to know 
people and see who’s most compatible,” 
Roper said.

Available halls for selection include 
Huger Hall, the fourth floor of Agnes 
Edwards Hall, Legacy Park Apartments 
and Heritage at Cajun Village. Corona 
Hall, Baker Hall and Bonin Hall are not 
available for selection. 

“We’ve reserved Corona, Bonin and 
Baker for incoming freshmen,” Roper 
said.

The housing portal will provide 
information about each room for 
students. It will include general 
knowledge, such as bathroom/bedroom 
layout and room number, as well as 
specific information, such as view and 
if the room has disability access. Room 

prices are provided through a link on the 
application.

The update gives students on 
scholarship a reliable process for 
applying for housing in Legacy Park 
Apartments. Room renewals for 
scholarship students are the same, but 
the waiting list application for legacy is 
streamlined. According to Roper, the 
process was previously an email and a list 
of names.

Students will have the opportunity to 
apply for apartments but can still have 
a dorm secured as a back-up place of 
residence. 

Additionally, the housing portal will 
receive a new visual update.

Roper and Smith explained the 
reasoning behind the change.

“So it’s kind of something people have 
been asking for,” Smith began. 

Roper continued, “A lot of universities 
are doing it now so we’re kind of jumping 
on the wave. Plus, students are not going 
to have to wait till July to find out their 
assignment. They will be able to know 
immediately.” 

The change to student room selection 
comes on Nov. 1, with the start of same-
room renewals. 

Personal room selection coming to UL

Follow The Vermilion on Twitter       
@TheVermilion for more content

Photo provided by Loryn Smith

Zion Williams in Legacy Park Apartments.

Photo by Andre Broussard

Jack Posobiec speaking in Bayou Bijou for Turning Point USA, Monday Oct. 24.
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Police Reports
Compiled by Marie Ducote

Oct. 30
• At 1:22 a.m., officers observed a suspicious vehicle parked on the 
sidewalk blocking the St. Mary Boulevard entrance to the French House. 
The owner was unable to be contacted. The vehicle was towed.

Oct. 29
• At 4:40 a.m., officers were dispatched to Huger Hall in reference to a 
disturbance involving a dating partner. 

• At 9:04 p.m., officers were dispatched to a call about a 2021 white 
Chevrolet Camaro and a 2020 white Dodge Charger racing on 210 Girard 
Park Cr. in Zone 17. An investigation was conducted. 

Oct. 25
• At 9:56 a.m., an officer was dispatched to the UL Lafayette Police 
Department in reference to the theft of a pair of black JLab Go Air 
bluetooth headphones from a student’s room in Coronna Hall. 

• At 2:04 p.m., a student reported $22 in cash, canceled credit card, the 
owner’s Louisiana driver license, gift cards and a Lafayette Public 
Library Card were stolen from her wallet. The location of the incident is 
unknown on campus or off campus.

• At 7:03 p.m., someone reported possible unauthorized disclosure of 
private images. An investigation was conducted.

Oct. 24
• At 12:45 p.m., a student reported an uncomfortable situation that 
occurred off-campus at Jefferson Street Pub. A report was generated for 
UL Lafayette Title IX. 

• At 12:57 p.m., an officer was dispatched to Wharton Hall in reference to 
suspicious emails to the College of Nursing. 

Oct. 23
• At 11:28 p.m., officers were dispatched to Cajun Village in reference to a 
disturbance. An investigation was conducted. 

Lena Foster
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Some students at the University of 
Louisiana at Lafayette recently chalked 
on prohibited on-campus surfaces. 

Student organizations chalk on-
campus in order to promote an event 
or express a message related to their 
organization. 

“We want organizations to promote 
their events. And there’s not a lot of ways 
to do that in physical spaces,” Heidie 
Lindsey, director of Student Engagement 
and Leadership said. “Chalking is 
one of the only ways. So I really want 
organizations to take advantage of that, 
but while being respectful of the places 
on campus that are more important 
spaces.” 

All student organizations are allowed 
to chalk on sidewalks that can easily be 
washed by rain. Some chalk messages 
and images were found on surfaces such 
as brick buildings, the circular sculptures 
outside Edith Garland Dupré Library and 
other places that are concealed or harder 
for the rain to get to. 

According to the UL Lafayette website, 
“Chalking, marking, or defacing of any 
kind on any vertical surface, the Walks of 
Honor, balls in front of the library, works 
of art, architectural structures/buildings, 
bricks on the Student Union porch, and 
other surfaces deemed important to the 
aesthetic nature of the campus is strictly 
prohibited.”

Student organizations that break 
these rules are subject to deprivation of 
advertising privileges using chalk and 
will be fined. 

Some students in these organizations 
were unaware of the rules surrounding 
chalk advertising. 

According to Kennedi Schaubert, a 
UL Lafayette senior studying criminal 

justice, she and her sorority sisters use 
chalk to show love to each other. 

“We normally chalk on the sidewalks 
but I did see a few people doing it on 
brick buildings. I didn’t know there 
were rules about chalking but it’s 
kind of common sense not to do it on 
the buildings,” Schaubert wrote in a 
statement to The Vermilion. 

Lindsey reached out to those 
organizations to give them an 
opportunity to correct the violation and 
informed them of the consequences that 
would follow if they were to repeat these 
actions. She usually gets reports of chalk 
in restricted areas from other people, 
but sometimes, if she’s walking around 
campus, she will see some of the chalk 
violations. 

Lindsey asks those organizations 
that are planning on chalking on the 
Student Union sidewalks to be mindful 
of the spaces they choose and ask just in 
case there’s a big event happening. The 
university will have to wash off the chalk, 
and according to Lindsey, she doesn’t 
want student artwork to get erased too 
early.

“I tell students to just be careful of 
that area and/or go ask the union if 
there’s some big event that’s going to be 
out there in the next couple of days, so 
they’re not wasting their effort by doing 
all that and that cool design gets washed 
away,” Lindsey said. 

Students do not have to gain 
permission to chalk in most places, and 
all student organizations are encouraged 
to chalk on sidewalks to make 
announcements about their events. 

“That’s all part of a college campus, 
seeing what organizations are doing,” 
Lindsey said. 

For more information on the full 
chalking policy, student organizations 
can refer to the UL Lafayette website. 

Students chalk on 
restricted surfaces

Photo by Lena Foster

Chalk found on H. L. Griffin Hall. 
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Cade Roland
NEWS WRITER

The University of Louisiana at 
Lafayette recently issued some revisions 
in the Disability Accommodation Policy. 

According to an email sent out to 
UL Lafayette students, revisions to the 
policy include a mandatory hour-long 
education and training requirement for 
all University supervisors, as well as the 
University’s Americans With Disability 
Act (ADA) Coordinator. 

The revisions also include a grievance 
process for resolving complaints, as well 
as alleging any action that is prohibited 
by the ADA. 

With these new revisions, the 
university’s department continues to 
offer services to students in need.

Director of Disability Services Carol 
Landry, Ph.D. explains the services 
available to students interested in 
registering with Disability Services.

“The Office of Disability Services 
has a testing center, where we monitor 
a student’s time and offer other 
accommodations, like larger print. 
Or some students need a scribe to 
take their exams. We provide those 
accommodations, administer the exam 
with them, and give the exam back to the 
faculty member,” Landry said.

According to Landry, to receive 
accommodations through Disability 

Services, the student must fill out an 
online application through ULink, 
which is accessed at the bottom of the 
Academics tab. Under the Disability 
Services portal, the student would fill out 
an application informing the office of 
their disability and how it impacts them 
academically. 

The student would upload medical 
documentation of their disability with 
their application and receive an email 
link to an accommodation meeting 
afterwards. In this meeting, a staff 
member from Disability Services decides 
upon appropriate accommodations for 
the student.

The Office of Disability Services 
requires a medical diagnosis for students 
seeking accommodations.

“We prefer to have documentation 
within a five year timeframe but it 
depends on the disability as well. But we 
usually prefer documentation in a five 
year timeframe,” Landry said.

The testing center provided by the 
Office of Disability Services is located 
in Agnes Edwards Hall, where staff 
members administer the tests in 
appropriate conditions for students with 
any physical or psychological learning 
disability.

For more information on the Office of 
Disability Services and how to receive 
learning accommodations, see their 
website.

UL’s disability policy revisions 

Krisha Rosales
NEWS WRITER

Life Øn Mars is a band with five 
members Holden Hebert, Jack Torry, 
Max Hellickson, Brayden McClellend 
and Ryan March. They became a band 
in the summer of 2022. They play 
metalcore with hardcore and punk 
influence.

Three members are University of 
Louisiana at Lafayette students while the 
other two are still in high school. Holden 
Hebert is majoring in marketing, 
Brayden McClelland is majoring in 
recording arts and Max Hellickson 
is majoring in music business. Jack 
Torry attends Lafayette High and Ryan 
March, who does dual enrollment at 
UL Lafayette, attends Southside High 
School.

For some band members, having 
different school schedules, a job and 
still keeping up with a band can be 
troublesome. 

“Being like ‘Hey, let’s make Sundays 
a practice day or a writing session day’ 
and so we all take off at work and make 
it through so we’re meeting at least once 
a week and then we also try and meet 

the second day of the week if we can. 
It’s the schedule and communication,” 
Hellickson said. 

McClelland added, “Plus we all have 
jobs, everybody here works, makes their 
own money and we still find time to do 
it like get our stuff done. We always meet 
at least once a week. There’s almost no 
exceptions.”

“Not all of us are in college. Me and 
Ryan are still in high school. So being 
able to find a date that both the college 
students and the high school students 
are able to get together and not have to 
worry about school or work being in the 
way of that is very helpful. It allows us to 
perfect our craft,” Torry said.

 Each member had experience with 
music and even knew each other before 
they decided to get together and form a 
band. They were introduced into music 
differently but share the same love for it.

 “I’ve been playing drums for like 
going on eight to nine years. I think 
about how I started off and the school 
around the same place as Max. Yeah, I 
got a lot of experience playing live from 
doing band stuff, that’s actually where a 
lot of us met through that like me and 
Jack met through that music school,” 

Hebert said.
Some members discussed how they 

started getting into music.
“I started playing drums as well just 

by the Internet kind of like I was kind of 
getting exposed to all of this new stuff 
like media in general. I found different 
rock bands like My Chemical Romance. 
I was like ‘I don’t have the space for this’ 
as a kid so I was like ‘What’s the next 
best thing?’ And I picked up a guitar that 
was like 2017, so I’ve been playing for 
almost five years,” McClelland said. 

According to March, “My best friend 
Max started playing guitar the summer 
of 2020, and I just thought it was really 
interesting. I never took initiative or 
anything like that. Then like a year 
later, I’m like ‘This is actually like very 
interesting’. So I was like ‘what can I do 
to play with Max?’ I’ll get a bass guitar 
and just learn to play with Max like all 
the time in my backyard, in my room, in 
his room.”

 “I grew up around music. I mean 
as long ago as I can remember I was 
beating on pots and pans in my kitchen 
trying to act like a drum. I’ve played 
drums, I’ve played piano, I’ve played 
guitar, played bass. Now I see being 

exposed to all the different types of 
instruments allows you to build an 
appreciation for every single part that 
goes into the band. There’s sometimes 
in songs where a drummer has to, you 
know, take up into the front and show 
off a little bit and then back off. It’s 
the same thing with guitars, bass and 
vocalist in order to be able to create a 
true masterpiece of a song,” Torry said.

Hellickson said “My grandfather 
was a guitar player and he died when I 
was younger so I never really got to see 
him play guitar or experience that for 
myself.” 

Hellickson said his grandmother 
surprised him with his granddad’s 
Fender Stratocaster case. 

Hellickson said, “So I pulled it out and 
I was like ‘Can I take this home?’ and she 
was like ‘Absolutely, that was Papa’s.’ So I 
taught myself how to play guitar on my 
grandfather’s old Stratocaster. Through 
teaching myself how to play guitar, I 
was able to find friends like Holden and 
Jack.”

At times they felt like giving up, 
or that everything was just too 
overwhelming. However, they decided 
to keep pushing through.

‘Life Øn Mars,’ a local band started by 
UL Lafayette students, share their story

Photo by Malik Jones

Disability Services sign located in Agnes Edwards. 

Photo provided by Life Øn Mars 

Band members of Life Øn Mars.
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Jean Guidry
SPORTS WRITER

It has been a somewhat disappointing 
season for Louisiana football fans thus 
far. Both the Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns 
and the New Orleans Saints currently 
sit near the bottom of their respective 
standings.

The Cajuns’ and Saints’ seasons have 
been on a surprisingly similar parallel 
this year. Fans of both have been 
equally as frustrated with their teams’ 
performances to this point.

Following a loss to Southern Miss on 
Oct. 27, the Cajuns are currently 4–4 
on the season and 2–3 against Sun Belt 
Conference opponents, good enough 
for fourth place in the Sun Belt West 
Division.

The Saints hold a 2–5 record in the 
NFL this year and are 1–2 against NFC 
South opponents. Due to a loss against 
the division-rival Carolina Panthers 

in Week 3 of the NFL season, who 
currently hold the same record as New 
Orleans, the Saints sit dead last in their 
division.

The two Louisiana teams have 
experienced a revolving door of sorts at 
quarterback due to the departure of a 
seasoned player at the position.

CFL quarterback Levi Lewis was the 
Cajuns’ main starter from 2019 to 2021. 
Lewis led the Cajuns to a 33–5 record 
during that three-year span, including 
three bowl game victories.

Replacing Lewis was never going 
to be an easy task. The Cajuns opted 
to rotate both junior transfer Ben 
Wooldridge and sophomore local 
Chandler Fields at quarterback for 
the first five games of the 2022 season. 
After the Cajuns’ third straight loss 
in Week 5 against South Alabama, 
Louisiana fans began to grow 
restless with the decision to alternate 
quarterbacks.

Wooldridge became the starter in 
Week 7 after Fields suffered an injury 
against South Alabama. It is yet to be 
determined if the Cajuns will remain 
with Wooldridge for the remainder of 
the year once Fields is fully healthy.

Every Louisiana sports fan knows 
the impact Drew Brees made during 
his 15-year career with the Saints. It’s 
been nearly a year and a half since 
Brees retired, and the Saints still have 
questions at quarterback.

Eight-year veteran Jameis Winston 
started the first three games of the 
2022 season while 12-year veteran 
Andy Dalton started the next four after 
Winston suffered a back injury. Both 
quarterbacks have battled injuries this 
season and haven’t been able to avoid 
turning the football over when on the 
field, leading to frustration among 
Saints fans.

Both the Cajuns and the Saints 
entered their seasons with a first-year 

head coach. Both head coaches were 
given big shoes to fill, left behind by 
highly successful predecessors.

Louisiana named former assistant 
head coach and tight ends coach 
Michael Desormeaux to be their new 
head coach in Dec. 2021 following 
the departure of Billy Napier. Napier 
became the new head coach of the 
Florida Gators in the Southeastern 
Conference after going 40–12 in his 
career as the Cajuns’ head coach.

In February, New Orleans promoted 
Dennis Allen to be their new head 
coach after serving as the team’s 
defensive coordinator since 2015 in 
his second stint with the team. Allen 
replaced former Saints head coach Sean 
Payton, who stepped down from the 
position after posting a 161–97 record, 
including the playoffs, in 15 seasons as 
New Orleans’ head coach.

Payton delivered the team’s only 
Super Bowl championship in 2009. At 
the time, Allen was in the middle of his 
first stint with New Orleans, serving as 
the defensive secondary coach for the 
team that won Super Bowl XLIV.

Many football fans in Louisiana 
maintained extremely high 
expectations for their new head coaches 
due to the successful tenures of coach/
quarterback tandems Napier and Lewis 
and Payton and Brees.

The adversity both the Cajuns and 
Saints have faced thus far has led to 
many Louisiana sports fans prematurely 
calling for their new head coaches to 
be fired. It should be noted that first-
year head coaches are faced with huge 
disadvantages, from recruiting at the 
college level to contracts and chemistry 
at the professional level.

In most cases, it takes more than a 
year for a coach to implement a system 
or establish a culture in the locker 
room. The few college and professional 
head coaches that achieved success 
in their first year only represent a 
minuscule fraction of all coaches in the 
sport’s history.

First-year coaching woes for Louisiana’s 
collegiate and professional teams

Caelan Broussard
SPORTS WRITER

This week, in a nationally televised 
game, the Louisiana Ragin’ Cajuns 
traveled one state over to take on the 
Southern Mississippi Golden Eagles. 
CBS and Caesar’s Sportsbook declared 
the Cajuns 2.5-point favorites in the 
matchup. After all, the Cajuns are four-
time defending champions of the Sun 
Belt West and the defending champions 
of the Sun Belt Conference. Leading 
rusher Chris Smith returned from 
injury over the week, hoping to bring 
the Cajuns a victory closer to bowl 
eligibility.

 In the first quarter, the Cajuns 
looked awful. Despite blocking an 
extra point and returning it for two, 
the offense seemed out of sync, and 
the defense couldn’t stop a fly if all 11 
players had fly swatters and a radar 
strapped  to their wrists. They gave 
up two big plays, the first on a deep 
bomb from the Golden Eagles’ true 
freshman quarterback, Zach Wilke. The 
second was a pass by Frank Gore, Jr. to 
Tiaquelin Mims.

The only silver living was the 
aforementioned blocked extra point, 
returned by redshirt sophomore 
cornerback Trey Amos for two points, 
and a Kenneth Almendares field goal to 
make the post-first quarter score 20-5.

 The second quarter began the same 
as the first quarter. Quarterback Ben 
Wooldridge got the nod to start, but he 
looked uncomfortable, committing an 
intentional grounding penalty in the 
end zone to give Southern Miss another 
two points. After another touchdown by 
the Eagles, the Cajuns seemed to find 

some sort of rhythm when Wooldridge 
connected with Michael Jefferson for a 
deep-strike touchdown. The extra point, 
to no one’s surprise, was blocked by 
Southern Miss.

 This is the point where the Cajuns 
seemed to have gained steam. Running 
a two-minute drill, Wooldridge found 
Michael Jefferson twice for big gains. 
However, the Cajuns stalled out and 
missed a field goal. Another punt by the 
Golden Eagles’ ended the first half at 
29-11 with Southern Miss in the lead. 

At first, the third quarter seemed like 
it would be a change for the Cajuns. But 
the more things change, the more they 
remain the same. The Cajuns fumbled 
the ball as they were driving, and it was 
recovered by the Golden Eagles. After 
some more unremarkable offensive 
drives, the Cajuns found life once again, 
scoring on a Wooldridge strike to senior 
wideout John Stephens, Jr. However, the 
two-point conversion was intercepted, 
keeping the score at 29–17. 

The fourth quarter saw the Cajuns 
attempting to get back into the game 
after not allowing any scores in the 
third quarter. Despite Wooldridge 
throwing two interceptions in the game, 
the Cajuns were still in the game even 
though Eagles kicker Briggs Bourgeois 
made a field goal to bring the score to 
32–17. 

The Cajuns played scrappy and 
determined football throughout the 
remainder of the contest. However, 
with 4:11 in the fourth quarter, the 
Cajuns could not convert on a 4th-and-
goal from inside the Golden Eagles’ 
5-yard line, spelling doom for any 
chances of a Cajun comeback. Or so it 
seemed. Junior safety Kam Pedescleaux 

recovered a fumble forced by senior 
defensive lineman Zi’Yon Hill-Green 
inside the 10-yard line. This led to a 
Terrence Williams touchdown with 3:12 
left in the fourth quarter, making the 
score 32–24.

It seemed over yet again when 
Thomas Leo kicked the ensuing kickoff 
out of bounds,  but the Cajuns got 
the ball back again. Wooldridge had 
a chance to play hero and go on a 
game-tying drive, but he threw a killer 
pick-six to end any chances of a Cajuns 
comeback. The Golden Eagles would 
wind up victorious by a final score of 
39–24.

The main issue of the game was the 

Cajuns having to play from behind. 
Giving up 20 points in the first quarter, 
more often than not, doesn’t bode 
well for any team. The questionable 
play-calling is something that Coach 
Desormeaux needs to address post-
game in some capacity. Turnovers 
doomed the Cajuns from the get-go and 
they never led at any point in the game. 

The Cajuns will return home to 
hopefully rebound and host senior night 
on Nov. 5th against the Troy Trojans. 
Kickoff is scheduled for 4:00 p.m. at 
Cajun Field.

Follow The Vermilion on Twitter       
@TheVermilion for more content

Turnovers and questionable 
playcalls lead to Cajuns’ defeat

Photo by Andre Broussard

Cajuns’ running back Chris Smith (#21) takes a hard hit against Louisiana-Monroe on 
Nov. 27, 2021.

Photo by Andre Broussard

Cajuns Head Coach Michael Desormeaux looks over his squad versus Arkansas State on Oct. 22
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Caelan Broussard, Jean Guidry
SPORTS WRITERS

The New Orleans Saints returned 
home to shut out the Las Vegas Raiders 
in Week 8 of the NFL regular season 
24–0, improving their record on the year 
to 3–5.

After an extended week to prepare 
following a Thursday night road loss to 
the Arizona Cardinals 42–34 in Week 
7, the Saints took care of business in 
the Caesars Superdome against a 2–4 
Raiders team that entered winning two 
of their last three.

Five-time Pro-Bowl running back 

Alvin Kamara finally reestablished 
himself as the focal point of New 
Orleans’ offense. In a post-game speech 
after the loss to the Cardinals, Kamara 
pleaded with the team to “get their 
swag back,” further elaborating, “It was 
annoying. I’m sick of that. I’m not used 
to losing.”

Kamara, the 2017 Offensive Rookie of 
the Year, entered the matchup with 351 
yards rushing and 191 yards receiving, 
giving him 542 scoreless total yards for 
the year.

After failing to score a touchdown 
in the team’s first seven games of the 
season, Kamara broke the plane once 

on the ground and twice more through 
the air against Las Vegas, totaling three 
touchdowns on the afternoon. Kamara 
finished with 62 rushing yards on 18 
carries along with 96 receiving yards on 
nine catches.

Earlier in the week on Wednesday, 
Saints head coach Dennis Allen 
announced the team would stick with 
12-year veteran Andy Dalton as the 
starting quarterback despite Jameis 
Winston, who started the team’s first 
three games of the year, being healthy 
and cleared to play.

With Dalton at quarterback, New 
Orleans was able to score at least 25 

points in each of their last four contests. 
Dalton completed 22 of 30 passes for 
229 yards and two passing touchdowns 
against the Raiders defense.

It wouldn’t be a complete offensive 
performance without Saints utility man 
Taysom Hill. In typical Taysom Hill 
fashion, the tight end ran for 61 yards, 
caught one pass for 11 yards, and threw 
a two-yard completion from the pocket.

The Saints defense was utterly 
dominant in this one, eliminating two 
of the premier offensive weapons in the 
league in Pro-Bowl running back Josh 
Jacobs and two-time All-Pro receiver 
Davante Adams.

Jacobs entered the contest as arguably 
the best running back in the sport over 
the past three weeks, rushing for 441 
yards and six touchdowns. New Orleans 
held Jacobs to a mere 43 yards rushing 
on 10 carries as the Raiders were forced 
to abandon the run game early.

Despite missing four-time Pro-Bowl 
cornerback Marshon Lattimore due to 
an abdomen injury, Adams, who Las 
Vegas acquired via trade from the Green 
Bay Packers, didn’t record his first catch 
until just under 14 minutes in the fourth 
quarter.

That would end up being the only 
reception on the day for the prolific 
wideout, as Adams finished with a 
laughable two total yards in the game, 
including a rushing attempt that lost a 
yard.

Raiders’ quarterback Derek Carr 
was unable to get set in the pocket, 
being sacked three times, once each by 
Cameron Jordan, David Onyemata and 
Payton Turner. Turner also recorded a 
sack in garbage time on Raiders’ backup 
quarterback Jarrett Stidham.

New Orleans will have another 
extended week to prepare for their next 
contest on Monday, Nov. 11 as they 
remain home to host the 5–3 Baltimore 
Ravens on Monday Night Football. 
Kickoff is slated for 7:15 CST.

Kamara reintroduces himself as 
Saints defense blanks Raiders

Photo by David Jensen/Icon Sportswire via Getty Images

Saint’s running back Alvin Kamara (#41) carries the ball against the Carolina Panthers on Sept. 25.

Kaylin Ambrose
ALLONS WRITER

“13th’’ is a documentary on Netflix 
that tackles important issues of race 
and the prison-industrial complex in 
America. Directed by Ava DuVernay, 
“13th” looks at how the prison system 
has been designed and how this design 
places minorities, specifically Black 
people, at a systemic disadvantage. 

With a soundtrack rooted in the anti-
police rhetoric of NAS and other artists, 
interviews with scholars and activists 
and historical context, “13th” paints a 
less than ideal picture of the American 
police system. Aptly named after the 
13th Amendment which pertains to the 
abolishment of involuntary servitude 
and slavery except as punishment 
for a crime, it brings attention to the 
amendment and reveals it as a way 
of extending slavery in the case of “a 

punishment as a crime”.  
The documentary takes you through 

America’s history of oppression from 
the making of the 13th Amendment, 
through Reconstruction and the 
freedom movement of the 60s, both 
Nixon’s and Regan’s presidency related 
to the War on Drugs, to today. Through 
these events watchers find a common 
thread of institutionalized racism being 
used as a tool of incriminating Black 
life. 

Barack Obama said in “13th”, “The 
United States is home to 5% of the 
world’s population, but 25% of the 
world’s prisoners. This is the highest 
incarceration rate in the world.”

These rates specifically stood out 
to me because the quote is one of the 
first things said and is reflective of how 
different the American government 
functions compared to others. This 
alarming statistic is brought out 

towards the beginning of the film and 
given context and explanation as it goes 
on.

Notably, it looks at the convenient 
“prison booms” that occured in history 
that incarcerated masses of Black 
people, labeling them as criminals 
so they could continue to work for 
economic growth. This led to inherent 
criminalization being associated with 
Black people that could be utilized as 
a way of generating more money for 
these systems. 

This is an economic look into 
systemic racism that is rarely delved 
into. Historically, prisons are viewed 
as a place criminals are sent to, not a 
business. But, “13th” gives us a different 
lens to look at the prison industry 
through. The documentary also 
grapples with the country’s history of 
police brutality and how this has been 
backed by American legislation like the 

stand-your-ground law.
The music throughout the 

documentary is very impactful. It 
explores multiple genres such as rap, 
hip-hop and blues. Lyrics often appear 
on screen with very well done graphics 
that transition you from scene to scene. 

The ending of the documentary 
utilizes imagery and music in a 
powerful way that drives a lot of its 
points home. It is done in a very 
artistic manner that really draws the 
viewer’s attention from start to finish by 
drawing significant parallels between 
the past and present.

Overall, this documentary gives a 
very thorough, well-rounded view 
of the prison industrial complex in 
a way that keeps watchers engaged 
all throughout. Whether you agree 
with the views in the documentary or 
not, the evidence is compelling and 
definitely worth a watch. 

‘13th’: a must-see documentary

Graphic by Sarah Guidry

Allons
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Being taught ‘quality over 
quantity’ gave me writer’s block
Ann Soileau
ALLONS WRITER

I was in sixth or seventh grade when 
my social studies teacher introduced 
the idea of “quality over quantity” to the 
class. 

As presented to me, the idea was that 
even though the requirement may be, for 
example, five sentences, you don’t have 

to meet that if you put everything you 
needed to say in three. 

This, for me, quickly turned into 
saying as much as I could in as little 
sentences as possible.

Suddenly, the personality was gone 
from any of my writing. Adjectives were 
reduced to one or two at most, and you 
couldn’t tell that my writing was mine. It 
was robotic. It didn’t sound like me.

I think that is all perfectly fine for 
tests, short essays and other projects, 
where putting enough information to 
get the point across is all you really need. 
Sometimes you have to be professional 
or formal. That’s all fine and dandy. 

However, the problem I’m having now 
that I’m in college is that I’m having the 
worst time of my life trying to meet word 
counts and page minimums for essays in 
my classes. 

Even for those discussion boards that 
we all know and love, I’m struggling 
to meet a 200-word or five sentence 
response requirement because I already 
said what I needed to say. 

It’s more than just that; I’m an English 
major as well. 

So I’m always writing something. And 
all those somethings have some kind of 
length requirement. And every single 
time, I’m repeating what I already said 
in a different format just to meet the 
requirement. 

Clearly, it’s a vicious cycle. 
If we want to go even further (which 

I do), I am studying creative writing. 
For the rest of my life, I want to write 
things…creatively. 

I want to have a distinct style. I 
want people to read my work and the 
descriptions of characters and settings 
and emotions and feel like they know 
exactly what I’m talking about. 

I want them to have such a distinct 
image that they are devastated by the 
movie version of my books. 

Now tell me, how I’m supposed to do 
that when all of my descriptions end up 
being three sentences max?

 How are you supposed to know that 
this forest is the most magical yet spooky 
but oddly beautiful thing you’ve ever 
seen, when that’s the only information 
you’re getting because the author (me) 
physically cannot tell you anything else?

It’s quite honestly one of the biggest 
struggles I have with writing. 

I have all these grand ideas in my head 
about how I want my writing to be, but it 
just never works out that way. And it all 
stemmed from that one moment where 
“quality over quantity” was introduced to 
me the wrong way. 

You see, “quality over quantity” doesn’t 
mean writing everything you can in as 
little words as possible. It means that 
putting forth your best work is always 
better than putting forth a ton of your 
okay-ish work. 

It means that having 10 pages of 
nothing can’t compare with three pages 
of good, quality work. 

On the other hand, it also means that 
your best work can be 10 pages, if you 
choose for it to be.

So, even though I will continue to 
struggle with those word/sentence/
page requirements, I’m relearning what 
“quality over quantity” should mean to 
me. 

Even though something is a lot or 
maybe even not enough doesn’t make 
it any less, as long as you are proud and 
you think it’s enough. 

Lauren Foster
ALLONS WRITER

I have been a fan of “The Masked 
Singer” since the first season back in 2019 
when T-Pain proved to the world that 
auto-tune is a personal choice and not a 
necessity. For those who are not aware 
of what this show is about, it is where 
celebrities hide their identities behind 
unique costumes and the panel of judges 
has to guess which celebrity it is. 

The show has gone on to win two 
Emmys, multiple People’s Choice Awards 
and many more and has been going on 
for eight seasons now. They even started 
changing the format of the show to keep 
the quality fresh and young. 

So far in the current eighth season, 
they introduce us to three singers each 
episode and one is crowned the king or 
queen while the other two get unmasked.

Episode four of the season was Andrew 
Lloyd Webber night where Andrew Lloyd 
Webber himself was the guest judge 
and was honored throughout whether it 
was frequent reminders of his legacy or 
his songs sung in a different way by the 
contenders.

In this episode, we are introduced to 
three new singers: Maize, Robogirl and 
Mermaid. These new singers are fighting 
for the crown and fighting to get to the 
semi-finals. 

The first singer to perform was Maize, 
and they threw a curveball on their 
version of “Heaven On Their Minds” 
from “Jesus Christ Superstar.” My first 
impression was that this was a woman 
with a rich and low tone, but as the 
performance continued, I was able to 
figure out that it was a man that was 
sharing his hidden talent. His strong 
Broadway-esque notes had the panel and 
audience standing and engaged the whole 
time. For me, this was a solid 7.5/10 
performance.

Next up was the Mermaid, who was 
so legendary she did not need to stand 
as she was rolled out in a multi-colored 
open shell. She lulled us with her 
version of “Any Dream Will Do” from 
“Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor 
Dreamcoat” and released a vibe so 
contagious that we had no choice but 
to sway along. My first impression was 
that this was Tina Turner until I realized 
my girl no longer has U.S. citizenship, 
but I knew she was a legend. For this 
performance, I give it 8/10.

The last singer of the night was 
Robogirl who, off the bat, was giving me 
young dancer and/or actress vibes who 
was not a singer. Her version of “Bad 

Cinderella” written by Baron Andrew 
Lloyd Webber himself showcased her 
natural sassiness and synchronous to 
the beat that had the audience rocking 
with her. Personally, this was the weakest 
performance of the night, but it did what 
it needed to do. I give this performance a 
solid 7/10.

As the night concluded, one of the 
singers had to be unmasked while the 
other two went on to the battle royale to 
fight for the top. The first singer to get 
unmasked was Maize and behind the 
costume was “Sex and the City’s” Mario 
Cantone who said “That’s why I did this 

[because] I want people to know that 
I can sing, and I do a lot of Broadway 
benefits and everytime I do one, people 
say ‘I didn’t know you can sing.’”

Moving on to the Robogirl vs. 
Mermaid battle royale where the two 
contenders for the title “Queen of 
Masked Singer” have to sing the same 
song in their choice of style. The song 
was “Don’t Cry For Me, Argentina” from 
“Evita” and Mermaid presented a style of 
grace with her icon status while Robogirl 
threw us another curveball and belted 
out like a professional.

In the end, Robogirl was crowned 

queen for the night and goes one to 
compete with two new singers next week. 
Mermaid had to swim back to the ocean 
as we got to see who was behind the 
mask. The legendary stance Mermaid 
presented throughout made everything 
click once Gloria Gaynor, the survival 
anthem queen herself, appeared behind 
the mask.

She was guessed before in prior 
seasons so it only makes sense she would 
come eventually. The episode ends with 
Gaynor singing her timeless song “I Will 
Survive” and getting everyone on their 
feet. 

Rating Andrew Lloyd Webber 
night on ‘The Masked Singer’

Graphic by Lillian Babineaux

Graphic by Meg Norwood
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Kay Padilla
ALLONS WRITER

Is physical labor the only profession 
immigrants can accomplish in the United

States? This is the question I asked 
myself when I was researching the topic 
of immigration in America. 

Immigration from Central American 
and Latino countries has been a 
prominent issue in American news. Many 
Louisianans are on the fence on whether 
immigrants are “useful” to them. 

 Americans today are leaving rural 
areas of the United States and going to 
other countries for a “better opportunity”. 
This leaves many job positions empty, 
meaning unemployment rates are higher. 

I have seen that many Americans are 
pushing for the use of immigrant labor to 
fill these job positions. Employers want 
more immigrants to replace the empty 
positions left behind by Americans. This 
is contrary to what Louisiana residents 
wish. 

The racist agenda that “immigrants 
are taking our jobs” builds upon this. 
Many Americans believe that American 
labor is less valuable than immigrant 
labor, and that this is the cause of their 
unemployment.

In “Our Views: If we want a 
demographic future, we need to find it in 
immigration” written by The Advocate’s 
editorial staff, they state that “Older 
workers looking to retire ought to be 
worried that the long-term economy 
which will pay for their retirement and 
Medicare benefits isn’t crippled by anti-
immigration policies.”

This could be viewed as a pro-
immigration stance, were it not for 
the fact of what this comment actually 
insinuates. That aside from only viewing 
immigrants as laborers, they are also 
just more tax payers for the American 
economy. 

An immigration overhaul was 
attempted during the Obama 
administration, and this caused many 
work visas to be emitted. These work 
visas gave many immigrants the 
opportunity to do taxes properly and reap 
the benefits they are owed. 

Immigrants pay taxes commercially 
and through their paychecks. They are 
not given the tax benefits as American 
citizens, like Medicare, retirement funds 
and the simple ability to say and vote on 
where their tax money goes towards. 

So, for certain working class Americans 

to only be pro-immigration whenever it 
is beneficial for them is very shameful. 
Why are immigration policies only being 
advocated for because immigrants would 
lead to a large influx of money into the 
American economy. 

Why do immigrants have to fund 
the United States education, healthcare 
and governmental processes if they, in 
turn, do not get those resources. If that 
statement was not enough, the article 
later then assures Louisiana residents 
this: “One can be confident that the 
power of American popular culture is 
not in decline; their children will be 
Americanized whether they grow up in 
Boise or Baton Rouge.” 

It seems to be ensuring Louisiana 
residents that immigrant culture and 
language will not be an issue. Since this is 
America, immigrants and their children 
must assimilate to American culture. 

The use of verbiage that is similar 
to past horrific events should give this 
writer the notion that what they are 
saying is not morally correct. Former 
Louisiana State representative Odon L. 
Bacque Jr wrote a letter for The New 
Orleans Advocate, titled “A modest 
proposal– send newcomers where they 
are needed”. 

In this letter, he suggests that Governor 
Ron DeSantis should have sent the 

Venezulan immigrants to places of low 
settlement and high needs for labor jobs. 
Places like these have many communities 
with only hispanic laborers, so this is 
where he feels immigrants would best feel 
comfortable. 

These comments made by both 
Louisiana residents and American 
citizens are deplorable. It completely 
shocked me when I saw that this is how 
immigration is viewed in the United 
States.

When did “go back to your country” 
become “let’s send you where we want 
you”?

This type of thinking is what is setting 
back the United States. If the United 
States and its leaders and representatives 
were smart, they would give immigrants 
legal status. 

 This would increase the amount of 
people getting higher education, thus 
leading to a better America. But they are 
not smart, they constantly make it harder 
and harder for immigrants to reach the 
American dream.

 When an immigrant comes to the 
United States, it is not for a fun vacation. 
They are fleeing from their countries for 
the simple chance of a better life. So yes, 
they work these labor intensive jobs with 
efficiency and dedication. 

 This does not mean that they should 

get taken advantage of and only used 
as work mules. Most immigrants are 
professionals in their home country. 
Doctors, lawyers, teachers and engineers 
are only a few of the professions 
immigrants have had to give up when 
fleeing their home countries. 

 College education has been made 
nearly impossible to be reached by 
immigrants. Seen as “international 
students,” they are made to pay at least 
double of what a U.S citizen pays for 
college tuition. 

 Further sinking young immigrant 
adults into the labor work field, this stops 
them from seeking future education. 
Many young immigrants aspire to have 
a college education, possessing the same 
skills as any other American college 
student, but being stunted by a legal 
status. 

 I appreciate the recognition that 
hard-working immigrants are getting, but 
that recognition needs to be directed in 
the correct places. Immigrants deserve 
the right to attain a higher education and 
leave these labor intensive work fields. 

 I end with this, immigrants are not 
to be feared. Immigrants are not here to 
replace Americans; they are here to work 
and succeed. The United States and its 
citizens need to remember their roots 
and respect hard working immigrants.

Are immigrants in the United 
States only seen as work mules?

Graphic by Yahna Johnson

Marie Ducote
ALLONS EDITOR

Growing up, I always loved reading 
about history. Every time in elementary 
school, when it was my class’s day to go 
to the school’s library, I would always 
pick out a book from the “Dear America” 
series, the collection of “Who Was…?” 
biographies. 

I was not the biggest fan of the “Magic 
Tree House” series, but I loved reading 
the companion “Magic Tree House Fact 
Tracker” books (I still have a sizable 
collection of those on my bookshelf).

But out of every history-related book, 
I could lay my grubby little hands on, the 
one that still has a special place in my 
heart is “American Girl” books.

American Girl is a brand that consists 

of dolls, books and movies. Its biggest 
draw for me is the historical characters. 
The historical character line consists of 
dolls from different periods in American 
history. The dolls have corresponding 
novels that tell their story.

My first core memory of American 
Girl was my father taking me to the 
movie theater to see “Kit Kittredge: 
An American Girl” (2008). I loved this 
movie. Also, I think Kit’s aspiration 
to work for a newspaper might have 
influenced the choice of my current job. 

What drew me to the books was that 
it was history, from the point of view of 
girls around 8 to 11 years old, the age I 
was when I started reading them. The 
only time I saw history books geared 
toward girls was “Dear America.” 

So much of the history we learn is by 

sitting in a classroom or reading dense 
textbooks. The “American Girl” books 
gave me a starting point to broaden my 
horizon. 

The summer after I first discovered 
American Girl, all I read were the books. 
I finished so many of the historical 
character series. Out of all of the series 
I completed that summer, the Rebecca 
Rubin books were top-tier. 

In recent years American Girl has 
become very popular on Instagram 
through American Girl themed meme 
pages. I follow many of these accounts 
because I find the memes hilarious. My 
friends can attest I have sent them many 
American Girl memes.

Samantha Parkington is still my 
favorite historical character. Her story 
takes place in the early 1900s and 

represents the Progressive Era. I probably 
reread Samantha’s books the most. 
The one that always stood out to me is 
“Samantha Learns a Lesson” because it 
shows Samantha’s selfless side in teaching 
her best friend, Nellie, to read. 

Also “Samantha: An American Girl 
Holiday” is still my favorite Christmas 
movie.

A highlight for me anytime I read an 
“American Girl” book was the “Looking 
Back” section located at the back of every 
book. This section will delve into the 
stories’ real history and give context to 
the plot. 

American Girl covers various decades 
from the 1700s to the 1980s. As I get 
older, I can appreciate how accurate the 
historical dolls’ clothes are. You can tell 
how much research goes into making 
each doll and story. But according to my 
mother, who grew up in the 70s, Julie 
Albright’s clothes are much cuter than 
what my mother wore. 

For the readers who leaned more 
towards mysteries, the “American Girl” 
books have you covered. All of the 
historical characters have mysteries set 
within their universe. The mysteries had 
plot twists and intrigue.

The mysteries were the perfect read for 
those days you wanted to cozy up with a 
nice book. And yes, my favorite mysteries 
were the Samantha ones, specifically “The 
Stolen Sapphire” and “Clue In The Castle 
Tower.” But “Intruders At Rivermead 
Manor,” starring Kit, is also in the top 
spot for having a well-written and paced 
story that kept the younger me interested 
all through. 

Reading “American Girl” made me 
feel like a time traveler hopping from 
one decade to the next. I could imagine 
myself in the story, which made reading 
them fun. 

It might be weird for a newly minted 
20-year-old to be talking about American 
Girl, but it is okay to still like the things 
you enjoyed as a child.

‘American Girl’ books still bring 
me plenty of joy and that’s okay

Graphic by Sarah Guidry
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 SOUNDING

OFF
“On a scale of one to 10 
how bad do you need a 
break from school?”

Sounding Off is a section devoted to the voice of students. Views 
expressed in Sounding Off do not reflect those of UL Lafayette 
administrators, faculty, staff or other students.

Photos and interviews by Malik Jones.

Ryan Langley
NURSING  FRESHMAN

“Four.”

Bryan Flores
MATHEMATICS  SENIOR

“Five.”

Carmen Gonsoulin
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION  SENIOR

“Like a six.”

Gabriel Dimonde
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING  SENIOR

“Seven.”

Chukwuemeka Utomi
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING  SENIOR

“Seven.”

Chioma Obioha
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING  JUNIOR

“Six.”

Advising Friends

Students show out 
to Splatter Beat

Photo by Andre Broussard

UPC hosts Splatter Beat at Bourgeois Field for students Friday, Oct. 27.

Graphic by Lauren Gerald

COMICS
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